FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

	
  
SONY PICTURES CLASSICS SEARCHES FOR SUGAR MAN
NEW YORK, NY (January 20, 2012) – Sony Pictures Classics announced today that they have acquired
the rights in North America to Malik Bendjelloul’s directorial debut, SEARCHING FOR SUGAR MAN. The
film is produced by Simon Chinn of Red Box Films (PROJECT NIM, MAN ON WIRE) and executive
produced by John Battsek of Passion Pictures (THE TILLMAN STORY, ONE DAY IN SEPTEMBER) in
association with Canfield Pictures and The Documentary Company. SEARCHING FOR SUGAR MAN
had its world premiere last night as the Opening Night Film of the World Cinema
Documentary Competition at the 2012 Sundance Film Festival. Josh Braun and David Koh at Submarine
Entertainment brokered the deal with Sony Pictures Classics, with Protagonist Pictures handling
International Sales.
This is SPC’s third film with executive producer John Battsek. Previous films include Academy Award
Winner ONE DAY IN SEPTEMBER and MY KID COULD PAINT THAT.

®

SEARCHING FOR SUGAR MAN tells the incredible story of Rodriguez, the greatest '70s rock icon who
never was. Discovered in a Detroit bar in the late '60s by two celebrated producers struck by his soulful
melodies and prophetic lyrics, they recorded an album which they believed would secure his reputation
as the greatest recording artist of his generation. In fact, the album bombed and the singer disappeared
into obscurity amid rumors of a gruesome on-stage suicide. But a bootleg recording found its way into
apartheid South Africa and, over the next two decades, he became a phenomenon. The film follows the
story of two South African fans who set out to find out what really happened to their hero. Their
investigation leads them to a story more extraordinary than any of the existing myths about the artist
known as Rodriguez.
“SEARCHING FOR SUGAR MAN is an incredible story that we can’t wait to share with American
audiences. We are thrilled to be distributing this film by talented new director Malik Bendjelloul and to be
working again with our good friend producer John Battsek and Simon Chinn” states Sony Pictures
Classics.
Adds Producer Simon Chinn, "We are hugely excited that SEARCHING FOR SUGAR MAN has been
acquired by Sony Pictures Classics. Their passion for this film combined with their stellar track record
makes them the perfect distributors for it."
.
ABOUT SONY PICTURES CLASSICS
Michael Barker and Tom Bernard serve as co-presidents of Sony Pictures Classics—an autonomous
division of Sony Pictures Entertainment they founded with Marcie Bloom in January 1992, which
distributes, produces, and acquires independent films from around the world.
®

Barker and Bernard have released prestigious films that have won 25 Academy Awards (22 of those at
®
Sony Pictures Classics) and have garnered over 100 Academy Award nominations (85 at Sony Pictures
Classics) including Best Picture nominations for AN EDUCATION, CAPOTE, HOWARDS END, AND
CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON.	
  

ABOUT SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT
Sony Pictures Entertainment (SPE) is a subsidiary of Sony Corporation of America (SCA), a subsidiary of
Tokyo-based Sony Corporation. SPE's global operations encompass motion picture production and
distribution; television production and distribution; digital content creation and distribution; worldwide
channel investments; home entertainment acquisition and distribution; operation of studio facilities;
development of new entertainment products, services, and technologies; and distribution of filmed
entertainment in more than 100 countries. Sony Pictures Entertainment can be found at
www.sonypictures.com.

